
Inanimate Plural Suffix -oal in Sinhalese
'THE origin of this plural suffix -val which is never met with until the

end of the loth century A.D. and found even after that date extremely
rarely in inscriptions, though so common in the modern language, is

very obscure indeed, and it has provided a number of scholars with a fertile
ground for speculation, Ed. Muller while seeing no objection on phonological
grounds to its derivation from P. vana- (forest) as Childers suggested, doubted
its possibility sementically, and incorrectly thought that the r oth century A.D.
"inscriptional form var, (which he wrongly derived from Sk. urddhi-, ' increase '),
in dii-var andgaman-var, was its prototype. As an alternative to this, he further
suggested a possibility of the Sinhalese people borrowing this suffix from Tamil
plural suffix -k al, in their 'further increasing apathy . . . in every
respect '.1 Geiger assuming that it must mean something like' mass', ' multi-
tude', appears to be tempted first to accept Childer's suggestion of identifying
it with" val, 'forest' = P. vana ", only to abandon it immediately in favour of
following Muller in tracing it to var in instances like dd-var and gaman-var
which he incorrectly translates as ' days' and' errands' respectively. Geiger
unlike Ed. Muller derives this var from Sk. udr a-, ' multitude '.2

There are thus three suggestions made as to the origin of the pI. suffix
-ual, viz. (i) Sk. P. vana-, 'forest', (ii) var < Sk. vii-ra-, ' multitude' and
(iii) Tamil pI. suffix -l~aJ/ -ga].

(i) There is a Sinh. word val meaning (adj.) , wild " ' savage " ' beastly',
, wicked'; (substantive) 'forest', 'jungle', 'thicket', 'underwood', etc.,
apart from the pI. suffix -ual, Thus in the inscriptional instance, ual-ual-ii,
, in the forests' ,3 the first ual- (subst.) means' forest' and the second -val-
is the inanimate pI. suffix. And val in the adjectival sense is found in such
modern expressions as val aliya, 'wild elephant', val satii, ' wild animal',
val mrgayii, 'wild beast', 'beastly creature', 'wicked fellow'. The derivation
of this word val from Sk. P. vana-4 and its identification with the pl. suffix -val»
are highly doubtful. In spite of Childers, Muller and Geiger there are phono-
logical objections to its derivation from Sk. P. uan a-, according to Geiger's
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own phonological laws. For, as he correctly states the original' bisyllabic
stems v,-, (i.e., consisting of two short syllables) remain bisyllabic ' in Sinha-
lese,s and hence it is doubtful that uan a- consisting of two short syllables
could be reduced to a single syllable ual, Secondly, the implied change of
-n- > -I in Sinhalese at that time appears to be very doubtful, although Geiger
thought so, on the seeming evidence of two or three questionable examples.
Besides val, only examples he mentions in support of his contention are palM/,-
dinu, 'to put on (an ornament)' (P. pilandhati, Sk. pi + V nah-) and asal,
<near which he derives from Sk. P. iisanna- through asan.! The change of
-n- > -l- in palandim,t is obviously pre-Sinhalese, because it is already found
in P. pilandhana-. The other example asal according to Helmer Smith is
derived from Tamil acal, ' vicinity', ' neighbourhood " and not from Sk. P.
iisanna·.8 Hence both the examples given besides ual to prove the change
of -n- > -l are very unsatisfactory. As a matter of fact the inherited form
of Sk. P. vana- (from which Geiger derives val) is found in Sinhalese as vana
in the disyllabic form. Cf. also Sk. P ..[ana- > dana, 'people'; Sk. sian a-, P.
thana- > tana, ' breast'.

In my opinion Sinh. val (wild, jungle) < Mid. Ind. ual a- (d. P. viila-)
< Sk. vyala- (adj.) , wicked'; , vicious'; (subs.) , beast of prey' ; 'vicious
elephant'; 'snake'; . lion'; 'tiger'; 'hunting leopard '.9 Though in
Sanskrit it does not mean exactly' forest', it is possible to see how this semantic
development could have easily taken place from the meanings given to it in
Sanskrit. In all the above meanings given to Sk. v.yiila-, there is the association
of forest in its vicious aspect as constituting danger and terror to man. In
this semantic development we seem to have an instance similar to that of
metonymy. For, a common name for a number of wild beasts which are an
attribute of the forest appears to be substituted for the' forest' itself. Sinh.
noun val thus appears to have first meant' forest' or' jungle' with association
of ideas hostile to man, rather than just a multitudinous growth of trees, and
later extended to mean' jungle' in general, as well as' thicket', 'underwood',
, tangled growth of vegetation', etc. This view is supported by the meanings
given to this word when it is employed as adj., e.g., 'wild', ' savage', ' wicked',
, beastly', etc.

There is no evidence to support the conjectured identification of this
Sinh. word val with the pI. suffix -val which Muller rejected and Geiger aban-
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doned in preference to tracing it to the roth century A.D. -uar, For, there
does not seem to be any plausible reason why val meaning' jungle " ' under-
wood " ' thicket " etc. should be used with the inanimate noun at this time as
a pI. morpheme.

(ii) The second derivation of this suffix -oal is really still worse and
cannot be accepted for the following three reasons: First, following Muller,
Geiger has misunderstood the meaning of -var in the quoted instances. This
-var occurs not only in dii-uar (in the text it is tun-da-var) and gaman-car, but
also in expressions like m al-uar, 'flower-turn ',10 kiri-uar, 'milk-turn', tel-
var, ' oil-turn ',11 etc. Professor \Vickramasinghe explains the significance of
uar as ' service by turn " deriving it from Sk. viira-, ' turn '.12 Dr. Parana-
vitana too has the same view.t" This sense seems to fit in with all the relevant
occurrences according to the context. The two instances that Muller and
Geiger refer to occur in the following: iun-dii-uar mut pohomagul ay sesu-uar
no gala yulu, excepting the three days' , service by turn' no other' service by
turn' such as that at the uposatha festival shall be exacted its gaman-var
giya sal ay ak-h at, to a servant who goes on errands.rs In the above rendering
Professor Wickramasinghe has abbreviated the sense of gaman-var which should
have been strictly rendered as ' errand-service by turn'. It is impossible to
regard -uar in tel-oar kiri-var as pI. suffix, as tel, ' oil' and kiri, ' milk' cannot
have plural. Secondly, apart from their mistaking the sense of this word,
Muller and Geiger are historically inaccurate when they say that -var is earlier
than -ual. For -dd-uar and g aman-uar, quoted by them, occur in the Tablets
of MahindaIV (IOIS-I03I) where as pl. suffix- uai- in »al-cal-a, 'in the forests,
occurs in the Badulla Pillar Inscriptionrs of the reign of Udaya III (I003-IOII)

who reigned earlier than Mahinda IV. The third objection is on the grounds
of phonology. For, as far as I know, there is no evidence anywhere that
-r- > -1- in Sinhalese about this time. As a matter of fact there is abundant
evidence to show that Sk. -r- remained -}'- in Sinhalese. But only in a very
few rare instances like kulu7}1t, ' compassionate', ' compassion' (AMg. kalwlJa-,
Sk. karu1Ja-) Sk. -r- is represented as -1-, owing to the influence of Eastern
Prakrits such as Ardha Magadhr.i 7 In such words the change of -y- to -l-
.appears to be pre-Sinhalese.
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(iii) The third suggestion that the pl. suffix -ual is a loan from Tamil
pI. suffix -kat / -ga] is also not free from doubts and difficulties. It is true
that there is a remarkable resemblance of this scheme of pl. inflexion to that
in Dravidian. Caldwell observes' They (i.e., pl. suffixes) are added directly
to the crude base of the noun and are the same in each of the ObI. cases as in
the Nom. The signs of case are the same in the plural as in the singular, the
only real difference being that in the singular they are suffixed to the crude
noun itself' .18 This observation will equally well describe the same pheno-
menon in modern Sinh. inanimate nouns of the type, rata, ' country'. The
resemblance of this mode in Sinh. to that in Tamil is brought home strikingly
ill the comparison of the following typical examples:

Sinh. ge-, ' house' Tamil manei-, ' house'
sg. pI.

Sinh.
Nom. ge, ge-y-a;
Ace. ge, ge-y-a ;
Inst. ge-y-in, ge-n ;
Dat. ge-ta
etc., etc.

In spite of the striking resemblance in the method of employment of the
two pl. suffixes, Sinh. -val and Tamil-kal / -ga], there are difficulties in identi-
fying the first as a loan from the second. Dr. Paranavitana objects to this
identification on orthographical grounds saying that -l in the Sinh. suffix is
dental and in the Tamil it is cerebral _J.19 If this is the only objection it is
not a very serious one, considering the fact that there is no evidence that the
words borrowed from Tamil or other Dravidian sources were treated in Sinh.
orthography with such fine accuracy. In fact, the evidence is really to the
contrary. There are instances of words borrowed from Dravidian sources
which have been very loosely treated in inscriptional orthography as well as
in later Sinh. orthography, particularly when they contained sounds unfamiliar
to the Sinhalese. Further more, this is admitted by Dr. Paranavitana himself
when he says elsewhere in connection with the treatment of Tamil cerebral!
as a Sinh. dentall: 'This irregularity in spelling is a marked feature in words
of Tamil origin '.20 Note the treatment of Tamil J in ulviiiju21 and ujv/i4tt22

Tamil Sinh.
ge-val;
ge-ual ;
ge-val-in
ge-val-ata

Tamil
manei-ga!
manei-g zj-ei
manei-gal-al
m anei -gal- ikku

manei
maei-y-ei
manei-y-al
manei-y-ikku

IS. R. Caldwell: A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Language" London,
1875, p. 131.

19. E.Z. III, p. 97.

20. E.Z. lIT, p. 144.

21. E.Z. III, p. 139, C 8.
22, E.Z. III, p. 76, B 42.
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< Tamil u1puif,an, 'a temple official entrusted with temple funds,etc.'23 Tamil
pu!!i, ' spot' is written in mod. Sinh. as pulli. There is no difference between
!and l in pronunciation in Sinh. and the distinction maintained in orthography
is only an artificial convention of scholars not supported by any distinction in.
pronunciation. In such circumstances it is not surprising if Tamil cerebral
-] were represented in Sinh. orthography as dental-l.

As far as I can see, the real phonological difficulty of the identification of
T. -ka] / -g al with the Sinh. suffix -val lies in the presumed change of -ka- / -ga-
to -va- in its position. For, to my knowledge, there is no definite evidence
that -ka- / -ga- in that position following a consonant (in consonantal stems)
or any vowel except a (rarely), i (rarely) and u ever became -va- elsewhere.
I, therefore, fmd it very difficult to connect the Sinh. suffix -val with the T.
suffix -k a] / -gaJ, on phonological grounds. Apart from this, it should be borne
in mind that morphemes are not borrowed from other languages unless they
are found in a large number of loan words from those languages. Cf. the
process by which suffixes like -age, -ess were established in English words,
e.g., espionage, garage, cellarage, bondage, breakage; countess, poetess, goddess,
through the analogy of loans from French containing these suffixes. I know of
no other language which has borrowed morphemes alone from a foreign langu-
age, apart from their being introduced through the analogy of loan-words
containing those morphemes. It is possible, however, that there is a func-
tional loan from Dravidian in the formation of this sort of pl. in the Sinh.
inanimate nouns. For this mode of forming the plural by a special suffix is
not Aryan, but has remarkable affinity with Dravidian as can be seen in the
illustrations given above.

D. J. WIJAYARATNE

23. E.Z. III, pp. 94-95; 144.
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Climatic CeylodControls .In

CLIMATE has been defined as, , the average state of the atmosphere at a
given place within a specified period of time '.2 The state of the atmos-
phereeat any time or place, termed the weather, is the result of the inter-

action of various atmospheric phenomena, such as temperature, moisture, wind
movements, etc., and is of a specific nature. Climate, on the other hand,
involves a composite idea and has an abstractness about its concept; the former is '
directly sensible to the human being, the latter is not. Weather, being pheno-
mena associated in terms of specific moments of occurrence, is easily under-
standable; climate, on the other hand being a generalization-the averaging
of weather phenomena over specified times and over a particular place-is
not easily understood; the latter assumes a sense of unreality as weather condi-
tions do not accord with the average state. Weather is a time variability,
while climate is a place variability.

However, in the understanding of the climate of any place, the atmospheric
phenomena playa vital role, because it is their interactions that produce the
weather phenomena. But these atmospheric phenomena, in turn, are the result
of certain primary features, both geographical and meteorological. These fea-
tures are termed climatic factors or more correctly, controls.s Thus, climate
differs from place to place, because controls are different. They may be plane-
tary and local.

Planetary Controls
Climate is relative to a place and thus the geographical location is funda-

mental (Plate I). Ceylon is situated within ten degrees north of the Equator
and is therefore influenced fundamentally by equatorial atmospheric pheno-
mena. The immediate influences are the thermal features, which in turn affect
pressure, winds, precipitation, humidity and other aspects of weather. The
latitudinal position of the island hence warrants it high temperatures. The
high solar intensity is produced by the high angle of incidence of the solar rays
all times of the year.s However, despite this high solar intensity, a process-the
direct result of the heat intensity and indirectly that of the latitudinal position-

1. For a fuller understanding of the implications of this paper, reference may be
made to Climates of Ceylon, by George Thambyahpillay, (M.A. Thesis; University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, 1952),258 pp.

2. Helmut Lansberg, Physical Climatology (Pennsylvania: State College, J941), x.
3. Glen T. Trewartha, An Introduction to Weather and Climate (New York: McGraw

Hill, 1943), 6.
4. Elsie K. Cook, Ceylon-Its Geography, Its Resources, and Its Peoples. Rev. by

K. Kularatnam (2nd Ed., London: Macmillan, 195I), !O3.
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